where the sup is taken over A E F(X!m ) and B c F(X~). (3) and (4) Table 2 ). In this case the search set for bm is (1, . . . . 8).
The detailed results are given in In all cases m = n/20 and for n = 1000 the search set for bm was (1, . ...25). In Table 3 for each setting we give~, the average of the 20 bn 's, and its estimated standard error. The results are promising but mixed. In all cases the algorithm brings the user closer to the correct b than was the pilot value. Also, the algorithm seems to work better when the pilot value, b* is close to the correct value. This is reasonable, as in
Step 2) of the algorithm, the estimated MSE is closest to the true when VN is closest to V.
One disquieting feature is that the procedure seems to work no better for n = 1000 than for for n = 200.
At least partially, this is due to the two different search sets for bm. In the na = 200 case the upper bound in the search set for bm is closer to the true than for n = 1000. Another issue is how effectiveness depends on the choice of m. Hopefully, further simulations with refinements to the algorithm can improve this method for estimating batch size.
